
Dear Paul, 	 7/25/77 
Thanks for your note of the 22d and esPecisrly for the $200. 411 has it and it 

will be applied to the FOIA costs. In ways for which I do not now have time but in the nature of appeals the costs are about to mount. We are certainly going to have to go 
this way in the spectre case. 

Glad to keep upon the eanctimony surrounding the CBS and ABC JFK commercialisations. 
Bething new medioally except that I remain concerned and not as I vas. I see a 

local doctor in the a.m. and a real specialiet a week from today. 
The weather has been terrible here but it has not been all that bad on me because 

of the air conditioning and the restricted amount of walking. I've been doing the walking 
when it was not too hot Cr when I could be in the shade, etc. When it was too bad I did 
it in the house. ±'ve just avoided doing all the running around possible and then when 
the day bad not gotten too bad. 

I wish I could remember the little-mentioned hew York City incident in which Tesla created quite a furor by some pbyeical consequenoe of his experiments. You r3ference to 
the Canadians having the belief the Russians were doing something along that line with the weather reminds me of this. 

The committee has not folded. They are keeping secret. Bat doing the same crazy 
things and other things coming from prejudgements, not investigations. They are just 
staying out of the papers. 

With haste, but vithmany thanks, 



INHAND 

POST OFFICE BOX 3844 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90028 

July 22, 1977 

Dear Harold; 

Nice talking to you again after Dallas. I hope you 
are making progress with your ailment. Have the doctors 
figutrd it out yet? I heard on the news this AM that it 
was 98 today in DC. and 104 in New York. It isn't that 
bad out here yet but we'll be getting it in Sept. and much 
humidity also. I read in the paper a while back that the 
Canadians had discovered unusual microwaves coming down 
from Russia. They feel that the Ruskies are using some 
of Tesla old discoveries on weather control and that might 
account for the extremes. It seems that they are trying 
to warm up thir agriculural parts and by chang!ng the 
jet stream they can shift the hot and cold. I really 
hope that you are getting restred and stronger; also 
same for Lil. 

There isn't anything in the papers out here about 
the House committee on assassinations. Is anything 
happening with them or did they fold up after they got 
the money to continue? 

Am encloseonig a check for $200. for whatever. 


